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THe FeInTool Group
Expanding Horizons with  
Fineblanking and Forming
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... for compact clutches and transmissions ...Precision components ... ... for dynamic and economical vehicles

Feintool is a technology company specializing in the development and 

building of  fineblanking systems, and the high volume production of 

 sophisticated fineblanked and formed components. The group attributes 

its leading  position to its globally unique expertise and to the close 

partner ships it maintains with its customers. Feintool has focused its 

 innovation efforts on customer needs for over 55 years. Some 2200 

 dedicated employees are committed to this principle, consistently 

 developing products and presses that break new ground and push the 

technology envelope.
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Sophisticated component geometries are  
the hallmark of Feintool technology. Gener-
ating high-integrity, clean-sheared surfaces  
in a single operation is the outstanding  
quality characteristic that sets fineblanking 
apart from all other stamping and blanking 
processes. The benefits: component preci-
sion and flatness, making costly finishing 
unnecessary.

All it takes to produce a precision component 
is a fineblanking press and a tool. Parts are 
ready to install: blanked, formed, deburred. 
For example, clamps made of high-strength 
steel that make diesel engine injectors work. 
They are produced at high stroke rates with 
absolute process repeatability providing 
competitive unit costs. 

Similar benefits can be expected from our 
cold forming technologies. Depending on 
customer specifications, they can be com-
bined or linked with alternative downstream 
processes. The outcome is the same: ready-
to-install precision components, such as 
clutch plate carriers for dual clutches. To 
produce them we lined up a twelve-stage 
transfer press, a four-stage punch press  
and plasma nitriding for surface hardening.

Fineblanking and cold forming are processes that are synonymous with 

cost-effectiveness, precision and quality. This makes them particularly 

suitable for demanding automotive engineering applications. 

Orbital forming:  
Steering system bevel gear

Fineblanking: Clamp for  
diesel engine injectors

Cold forming: Clutch plate  
carrier housing with internal spline

Feintool systems and tools are designed for 
precision and profitability. In fineblanking and 
cold forming processes, or for the high-tech 
orbital forming applications. Our expertise in 
these key technologies can be utilized selec-
tively, depending on the specific application 
and requirements. Not surprisingly, every  
car in the world incorporates up to 200 com-
ponents that were manufactured by Feintool 
itself or using Feintool technologies.
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More complex, faster, more efficient – Feintool develops fineblanking 

presses and tools for the cost-effective manufacturing of precision 

 components. At the focal point: the servo-drive press.

Seatbelt tongues:
The tool fineblanks, bends and 
deburrs in a single process

Integrated removal system:
Components exit the tool 
undamaged

Servo-drive press for high uptimes:
Feintool systems produce at 
competitive unit costs

Increased output, process stability. The bot-
tom line: enhanced system uptimes producing 
cost-effective, high-quality components. 
Zero-defect parts ejected from the tool by the 
removal system is the benchmark to which  
both the press operators and the press design 
engineers aspire.  

To ensure the cost-effectiveness of its fine-
blanking and forming systems, Feintool con-
sistently develops the relevant technologies.  
A typical example is the servo-drive for our 
mechanical and hydraulic fineblanking press-
es. Tool life is extended as our rigid frame 
design and the servo drive allow the technol-
ogy cycle to be precisely regulated down to 
split seconds and thousandths of an inch. 
Processes that carefully match tools and 
materials enable high production rates. De-
veloped in-house, the servo drive concept is 
ideal for multi-cavity progressive tools exploit-
ing material-saving strip layouts.

Feintool systems become even more effective 
when integrated into a production line. Pro-
viding straighteners and removers as modular 
units for each machine series, seamlessly 
operating in sync, Feintool extends the prin-
ciple of controllability to its peripheral de-
vices.  Operating at a high cycle rate, the 
servo-drive remover extracts components 
from the tool reliably and without damaging 
them.
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Components produced by Feintool are developed jointly with customers. 

Innovative components that are more complex, lighter but at the same 

time more economical. Components that allow customers to successfully 

implement their own innovations.

Feintool utilizes the fineblanking, cold forming 
and orbital forming processes to produce 
parts. Economical and efficient quality. Be-
cause the functional surfaces are smooth and 
free of cracks. Because tools combine mul-
tiple steps and generate complex geometries. 
Also because forming systems with second-
ary operations such as CNC machining or 
laser welding can constitute complete pro-
cess chains.

Feintool production processes are challenging. 
They demand the in-depth technological 
expertise needed to design parts and build 
tools in such a way that volume production of 
precision components at low unit cost be-
comes feasible. For that same reason, mod-
ern, efficient automatic trans missions are 
gaining acceptance, contributing in turn to 
reduced fuel consumption and CO2 

  emissions.

Feintool mass-produces system components 
in Switzerland, Germany, North America, 
Japan and China. Wherever innovative sectors 
such as the automotive industry are active 
and where key critical components are need-
ed. Here, the focus is on parts for seat adjust-
ers, safety systems and for vehicle drive-
trains. As a project and development partner,
Feintool also supports the automotive industry
in its most important trends in lightweight
construction, modular variants and alternative
drive concepts such as hybrid and electric.

Many such components are created in joint 
projects between users and Feintool’s own 
technology centers for parts design and tool 
development. Customers benefit from exper-
tise that has accumulated over decades and 
has consistently extended the process bound-
aries.

Drivetrain: Disc carrier for 
clutches and transmissions

Comfort: Gear component  
for seat adjuster

Safety: Components for  
airbag systems

Up to 200 parts per vehicle  
are manufactured with Feintool 
systems
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Feintool takes responsibility for ensuring  
that customer investments pay off. Partner-
ships begin with the initial inquiry. It is 
enough to know the subsequent function of  
a component in order to find the appropriate 
solution, not just in terms of parts design  
but also in the resulting definition of tool, 
press and peripherals. Whichever configura-
tion ultimately becomes reality depends on  
a single factor: customer benefit. Or in other 
words, process stable, highly efficient com-
ponent production. Quality assured.

Feintool is accessible for its customers from 
all over the world. For example, a remote 
diagnostics call that will access the press 
online. Even better if our service and inspec-
tion specialists have succeeded in preventing
production downtime, e.g. with FEINmonitor-
ing. They are under way on three continents 
– anywhere that Feintool systems are operat-
ing. Moreover, Feintool supports its customers 
with a comprehensive range of training mod-
ules, plus prompt delivery of spare parts.  

Feintool cultivates close partnerships with its customers. From 

 component design to spare parts management, the entire value-added 

chain of fineblanking and forming is covered.

Together with the customer: Developing 
parts and tools

Service hotline: On-call round 
the clock

Quality management: Forward-looking in 
planning and during  production

Even though all efforts invariably emphasize 
the technical outcome, ultimately the focus is 
on people. Feintool specialists take the time 
to talk, to understand needs, and to generate 
joint solutions. But also to constantly look 
ahead and discuss development trends with 
the customer in a constantly changing market 
environment.
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Every innovation begins with communication. 
With people discussing, taking what has 
already been achieved as a basis to ask new 
questions. At Feintool the results are reflected 
by more than a hundred tools being created 
each year, adding to a knowledge database in 
which more than 10,000 solutions are stored. 
Interdisciplinary engineering teamwork aims 
at identifying the best possible outcome for 
each task through the interplay of component 
design, material selection and tool concepts. 
Simulations instead of expensive trial-and-
error loops and prototyping under production 
conditions reveal new potentials and highlight 
how production works best at an early stage; 
for optimized investment costs and, above all, 
low unit costs later.

Questioning, researching, progressing – the response to market  

challenges lies in innovation.

Engineering: Cross-team know-howPrototyping: Early testing Research: New protective coatings

As a development partner for its customers, 
Feintool is always thinking ahead. New  
technologies are assessed for their potential 
application in even more productive fine-
blanking systems. This involves investment in 
basic research and global collaboration with 
well-known universities and institutes. Re-
gardless of whether new drivetrain concepts 
or high-strength steel alloys, the coating of 
active tool elements or ecological fineblanking 
oils are involved, the crucial benchmark for 
every innovation is its ability to secure our 
technological leadership position – and the 
competitive advantage for our customers.
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Feintool apprentices are regularly among  
the best in their class. Those high standards 
of the dual training system, as found in 
 Switzerland and Germany, are similarly ap-
plied by Feintool at each of its plants around 
the world. Feintool knows that an exception-
ally well-trained young workforce can carry  
its highly specialized know-how into the 
future. Coupled with education and sound 
training, Feintool continues to cultivate a 
culture of extensive knowledge, even after  
the end of the qualification period, helping  
the next generation grow into self-confident 
individuals. 

It is the employees who have made, and 
continue to make, Feintool strong. There are 
over 2200 of them nowadays, in Switzerland, 
in Germany, in the USA, in Japan and in 
China.  Their reliability, their qualifications, 
their many years of experience and, above all 
their commitment, ensure that they and the 
quality of the products remain strong. As an 
international company, Feintool benefits 
positively from the cultural diversity of its 
workforce.

Innovation requires know-how – Feintool employees develop  

and enhance sustainable professional and personal skills.

Experience: Ensuring qualityTraining: Learning at a high level Exchange: Mutual cultural enrichment

Applying the motto, “Learning from the best”, 
employees from different locations support 
each another by making regular trips abroad. 
These visits enrich and expand horizons, 
promoting a corporate culture across national 
borders, as well as enhancing respect, appre-
ciation and openness.
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Fineblanking and cold forming are cost- 
effective. Gaining an understanding of these 
processes, allows any company to benefit 
from their specific advantages. Feintool has 
enjoyed success with fineblanking and form-
ing for over 55 years, and today continues to 
be the global technology leader. The know-
how of our specialists and their close collabo-
ration with customer are the key factors in 
making production more efficient and profit-
able.

This principle applies just as much today as  
it did in 1959, when Swiss toolmaker Fritz 
Bösch first implemented fineblanking on an 
industrial scale. It was such a resounding 
success that just five years later his company 
Feintool had gained a foothold in the USA and 
in Japan. From the 1970s production plants 
and technology centers followed in Germany, 
the USA and Japan; with the most recent 
expansion into China at the turn of the new 
millennium.

The fineblanking and forming processes hold tremendous potential. 

The task is to consistently develop and refine them. The objective  

is the commercial success of our customers. Showing the way to the 

future is a Feintool tradition.

Needs change – strong foundations endure. 
Long-standing business relationships and 
responsible risk management led to Feintool 
being listed on the stock market in 1998. As  
a participant in the Carbon Disclosure Project, 
the group is known for responsible risk man-
agement and sparing use of resources, 
adopting ethical rules defined by a code of 
conduct. The management systems maintain 
ISO 9001, ISO TS 16949 and ISO 14001 
certifications.

Feintool also places a premium on organic 
growth. Investments are sharply focused  
on the criteria of quality and customer bene-
fit. The basis for this position is the forward-
looking and progressive development of 
 manufacturing processes – with innovations 
being rolled-out in a two-year cycle.

Trailblazing in 1960:  
The first fineblanking press  
starts production

In the 1980s:  
Feintool starts production in Japan.  
Today there are three plants

In the 1970s:  
Feintool sets up a production and  
technology center in the USA
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Global Service – Feintool’s technology and 
production locations around the world

Ettlingen, Germany
Feintool System Parts 

Ettlingen GmbH

Nashville, USA 
Feintool Tennessee, Inc.

Cincinnati, USA 
Feintool Cincinnati, Inc.

Feintool Equipment Corp.

Obertshausen, Germany
Feintool System Parts 
Obertshausen GmbH

Ohrdruf, Germany
Feintool System Parts 

Ohrdruf GmbH

Jena, Germany
Feintool System Parts  

Jena GmbH

Oelsnitz, Germany
Feintool System Parts 

Oelsnitz GmbH

Atsugi, Japan
Feintool Japan Co., Ltd. 

Lyss, Switzerland 
Feintool Technologie AG

Feintool System Parts 
Lyss AG

Jona, Switzerland
Feintool Technologie AG

Taicang, China 
Feintool Precision System 
Parts (Taicang) Co., Ltd.

Tianjin, China 
Feintool Automotive System 

Parts (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.

Shanghai, China 
Feintool Fineblanking 
 Technology (Shanghai) 

Co., Ltd.

Tokoname, Japan
Feintool Japan Co., Ltd. 

Most, Czech Republic 
(planned)

Feintool System Parts  
Most s.r.o.

With its technologies, Feintool is at home in various innovative sectors. 

First in line is the automotive industry. Feintool is a partner to manu-

facturers with global operations and has a presence in the four largest 

 automobile markets. This vital customer proximity is guaranteed by  

in-house technology and production sites in the USA, China, Japan, 

 Germany and Switzerland. These facilities accelerate service and have 

the know-how to support customers with local solutions.


